We consider the numerical approximation of boundary layer phenomena occuring in many singularly perturbed problems in mechanics, such as plate and shell problems. We present guidelines for the e ective resolution of such l a yers in the context of exisiting, commercial p and hp nite element (FE) version codes. We show that if high order, \spectral" elements are available, then just two elements are su cient to approximate these layers at a near-exponential rate, independently of the problem parameters thickness or Reynolds number. We present hp mesh design principles for situations where both corner singularities and boundary layers are present.
Introduction
Boundary layer phenomena are well-known in the study of uid ow problems. Perhaps less known, but equally ubiquitous, is their existence in thermal, plate and shell analysis, where they also play a v ery signi cant role. In this paper, we will discuss the properties of boundary layers occurring in problems of plate and shell modeling, and in heat transfer, and address the question of their e ective n umerical resolution by the hp nite element method.
To motivate our discussion, we begin with a computational experiment from 8]. Consider a thin rectangular plate of size 3L L, and thickness d = L=100 (See Figure 1) . AB, BC lie on lines of symmetry, AD lies on a line of antisymmetry, and CD is free. The material coe cients shown are those of an aluminum alloy and the shear correction factor is taken as e = 5 =6. A s i n usoidal distributed load q = ; sin( y=2L) is applied to the plate. We analyze the plate using the p version 1 . The analysis is carried out on a ReissnerMindlin (RM) formulation using two di erent meshes shown in Figure 1 . Using product spaces, the polynomial degree p is increased from p = 1 t o p = 8 . For the latter, 400 degrees of freedom are employed in each mesh. Figure 2 shows the computed shear force distribution Q y (x 0) along the antisymmetric edge from x = 2 :968L to 3:0L, obtained with each of the two meshes for p = 8. It is seen that there is a large discrepancy in the results obtained : the value of Q y (3 0) predicted by Mesh 1 is over 5 times smaller than that predicted by Mesh 2. The true solution Q y (x 0) behaves essentially like Figure 2 b), i.e. it exhibits a boundary layer e ect. The reason for the discrepancy is that uniform grids like Mesh 1 are not very e ective in capturing such e ects what is needed are specially designed meshes like Mesh 2. 1 All computations in this paper (except the one-dimensional ones in Section 2) were performed using STRESS CHECK (ESRD, St. Louis, MO).
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The above experiment shows that the solution of plate (and shell) models in solid mechanics and viscous ow i n u i d m e c hanics generally contain boundary layers. These are rapidly varying components which decay exponentially with respect to distance from the edge. More precisely, these are functions of the form (x y) = (x y)e ; =d (1) where (x y) is some smooth function, is the distance from the boundary of the plate, d is e.g. the plate thickness, and is a positive constant (e.g. for the RM plate model, = (12~ ) 1=2 where~ is the shear correction factor). The exponential term in (1) causes engineering data computed at the boundary to have a high rate of change. As a result, many important design-relevant q u a n tities such as reactions, moments and shear forces may assume their maximum on the edge or within a distance of a few times the thickness of the edge. Finite element solutions must estimate these maxima accurately and reliably, and must therefore be able to \capture" these boundary layers.
With the traditional h version, the usual procedure to resolve t h e l a yers is to re ne the mesh su ciently in a strip inside the boundary, so that the mesh width in this region satis es a relation like h < C d . A more e cient procedure is to perform the re nement i n a non-uniform way, as is done e.g. in 5], 9], 20]. The highest convergence rate possible with these approaches is O(h p ) (in the energy norm), where p is the polynomial degree.
If p (or hp) capability is also available, then faster (up to exponential) rates of convergence can be realized. Our goal in this paper is to describe the proper design of meshes and selection of polynomial degrees to attain these high convergence rates in the presence of boundary layers.
In Section 2, we explain the basic idea, from 18], in the simpli ed one-dimensional context. In Section 3, these ideas are used to approximate two-dimensional problems over smooth domains where the solution is smooth except for boundary layers. We consider a model heat transfer problem and a RM plate problem, describing the boundary layers present and showing how near-exponential rates can be attained in practice.
In Section 4, we consider the case when the presence of corners in the domain gives rise to corner singularities in the solution. The exact coupling between these singularities and the boundary layer functions is described for the heat transfer problem over a square. Using results from 21], we s h o w h o w the FE-mesh should be designed to treat both types of components and obtain near-exponential convergence using the hp FEM. We also describe the meshes that should be used for the heat transfer and RM problems when the domain is a general polygon. Extensions to shell modeling are brie y addressed in Section 5.
Let us describe some notation. For an open, bounded, simply connected set l R n , n = 1 2 H ( ) will denote the (Sobolev) space of functions with`generalized derivatives, with norm k k` and seminorm j j` . Let fT N g be a sequence of partitions of into elements, parametrized by N. The elements K i i= 1 2 : : : M N are intervals for n = 1 and assumed to be a combination of (curvilinear) triangles and quadrilaterals for n = 2 . Let b I = ( ;1 1) b T = f(x y) : 0 < x < 1 0 < y < 1 ; xg b Q = ( ;1 1) 2 represent t h e standard interval, triangle and quadrilateral respectively. T h e n w e assume that each K i is the image of one of these under a smooth mapping F i . 
If p i = p i = 1 ::: M N then we simply write p N instead of ; ! p N .
Basic mesh-degree design principles
The underlying strategy in designing mesh-degree combinations for resolving boundary layers is most easily described in the one-dimensional case. Consider the one-dimensional problem
The above problem is singularly perturbed in the following sense. If d is bounded away from zero, it is a second-order di erential equation, but if d = 0, (4) reduces to u 0 (x) = f(x) (6) which is of order 0. Unless the boundary data (5) are compatible ( = f( 1)), the solution will contain boundary layer terms of the form u ; d (x) = e ; (x+1) d u + d (x) = e ; (1;x) d : (7) In fact, the solution may be decomposed as follows 18]. Theorem 1 Let M 2 lN + be such that f 2 H 4M+2 (I). Then Theorem 1 shows that the nite element s p a c e V N we use should be able to approximate well the boundary layer terms (7) and the smooth part u M d (x 
where S I (;1 1). The space V BL N , on the other hand, must be designed to resolve the boundary layer (7) We emphasize that these mesh families are asymptotically optimal, i.e. they yield the optimal convergence rate and also minimize the constant in the error estimate.
Notice in (10) that as p ! 1 , the mesh grading in (10) becomes uniform, unlike t h e Shishkin type meshes described in (a) above. In our experiments, the mesh grading (10) gave better results than other meshes, such as the ones derived in 20] 
below). (d) The hp version (p version on d-dependent mesh).
We h a ve shown in 18] that proper combination of mesh re nement and increasing polynomial degree of the elements, i.e. the so-called hp-version FEM, can achieve exponential convergence for the boundary layers (1), uniformly in d. The main result in 18] states that with the hp-FEM, for every boundary layer present,just one O(pd)-boundary layer element needs to be introduced at the respective boundary. I n fact, for the model problem above, it is su cient to use only 3 elements -an element of size pd at each e n d , 0 < < 4=e, where degree p is used, and an element o f size 2(1 ; pd) in the middle. In this latter element, the degree can be as low a s (11) where < 1 and C can be chosen independently of p and d. We see therefore from (a) -(d) above that for the problem (4) - (5), the best strategy is to choose V Sm N to be P p (I) and to base V BL N on the 3 element mesh in (d). If, in V BL N , w e t a k e the degree to be p in the central element, then V Sm N V BL N , a n d w e c a n take V N = V BL N (with appropriate modi cation for boundary conditions). We h a ve t h e following theorem. which is clearly of the form (8) . In Figure 4 , we test di erent v alues of for the hp method, and nd = 1 is the best. In Figures 5 -7 we s h o w the di erent methods above for various values of d (method (d) uses = 1). Clearly, t h e hp version gives the best, most robust results.
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Problems over smooth domains
The principles from Section 2 are immediately applicable to the mesh-degree design for higher-dimensional problems with boundary layers, provided the solution has no other singular components (such as corner singularities). This is in general the case when the domain is smooth (or when appropriate symmetric/antisymmetric boundary conditions are applied, as in the example in Section 1). The boundary layers now s h o w up as functions like (1) For many problems of interest, it turns out that when the functions in (1) are expressed in terms of ( ), they have the form If we n o w look at the components of (13), we see that the boundary layer e ect is still only a one-dimensional one, in the direction of (the functions i ( ) being smooth). Hence we m a y de ne boundary-tted elements (as shown in Figure 9 Note that the basis functions we use are polynomials in ( ) instead of in (x y). Consider the local approximation of (13) over the space
The function i being smooth, is approximated exponentially by a piecewise polynomial p i ( ) of degree p. The function exp (; =d) i s a p p r o ximated at an exponential rate by a piecewise polynomial v ( ), of degree p ; q, as in (11) . Then, for q xed, p large enough,
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we obtain, by a simple tensor product argument (see 21] ), that (14) so that the local approximation in the energy norm is the same as that in the onedimensional case.
Remark 5 So far, we considered only boundary-tted meshes. We expect that analogous results are also valid for more general, properly re ned triangulations at the boundary as used in various codes.
The heat transfer problem
We consider the problem
where d 2 (0 1]. This is the two-dimensional analog of (4) - (5) Once again, this problem is singularly perturbed since (15) reduces to the analog of (6) (20) by taking M large can only be done at the expense of adding more terms to (19) . The situation is analogous to that discussed i n R emark 3.
We n o w de ne a sequence of meshes fT N g f T p g on , such t h a t 0 is divided into two l a yers of elements as shown in Figure 9 , and the mesh in n 0 is compatible with the mesh on 0 . Then de ning V 0 N V 0 p = V ( ; ! p T p ) \ H 1 0 ( ) as in (2) - (3), we see that the boundary-tted elements in 0 will approximate u M d BL exponentially as p ! 1 .
Moreover, since u M d and r M d are smooth, they will be approximated very well by V p as p ! 1 . When f 2 P n ( ) as in Remark 7, and p n, w e will have at least arbitrarily high algebraic convergence. (15) - (16) and (21) respectively. Let f 2 P n ( ). Then for any s > 0, there exists a constant C(s) independent of p d such that
for p n.
Remark 9 The rate (22) is practically exponential, as will be s e en from the experiments below. For the case of general f, (22) will again hold, but possibly only for a nite range of s.
Let us now present some numerical results. We consider (15) I 0 (1=d) (23) where I 0 (z) is the modi ed Bessel function of order zero. We h a ve plotted u d (r) for 0 r 1 in Figure 10 to illustrate the boundary layer nature.
We compare two nite element s c hemes, each w i t h 8 e l e m e n ts, but on the two di erent meshes shown in Figure 11 . The rst is a uniform mesh, while in the second, there is an O(pd) l a yer of elements along the boundary. Letting p increase on the second mesh corresponds to using the specially designed spaces V p on which Theorem 8 is based, while on the rst mesh, we just get the usual p version.
We performed experiments for various values of d using the code STRESS CHECK. For ease of computation, we took the thickness of the outer layer in the second mesh to be p max d (rather than pd), for all p = 1 2 ::: 8 = p max . In Figure 12 we plot the relative error in the energy norm versus the number of degrees of freedom, N. It is seen that the rst scheme deteriorates for small d, while the second is robust, and demonstrates the expected exponential rate.
We also consider the relative error in the values of du d dr at the point ( r ) = ( 1 0) on the boundary of . It is observed from Figure 13 that now the deterioration of the rst scheme is even more pronounced (as can be expected from the fact that for du d dr the boundary layer in (23) gets multiplied b y a factor d ;1 ). Hence, it is even more essential to correctly design the mesh when the uxes are of interest.
The Reissner-Mindlin plate problem
Let us now consider the bending of a homogeneous isotropic plate of thickness d, occupying the region R = (d=2 d = 2) (where @ is again smooth), under a normal load density per unit area given by gd 3 (25) Here, is the Poisson ratio, E the Young's modulus, D = E=(12(1; 2 )), = E=(12(1+ )), and~ is the shear correction factor. The elliptic system (24)- (25) is once again singularly perturbed, as can be seen by multiplying (24)- (25) (1) as in the heat problem. Since this layer is weaker, we expect there to be some improvement i n i t s n umerical approximation (this is seen in the results below). For other boundary conditions, such as hard clamped conditions, the layer is even weaker, since the coe cient i s O(d 2 ) n o w.
The numerical approximation of (26) In Figure 14 , we s h o w the energy norm error for the two s c hemes, for d = 0 :1 and d = 0 :01. Even though some deterioration is seen for d = 0 :01, the di erence is not as signi cant a s w as observed in Figure 12 for the heat transfer problem. This is due to the extra`d' factor in front of the boundary layer term in (26) compared to (17) . However, as is seen from Figure 15 , if we look at the shear stress along the line 0:99 r 1, near the boundary, then the fact that this involves a derivative causes the di erence between the two s c hemes to become more pronounced.
g3p7a.eps 97 78 mm It is well-known that for elliptic problems over non-smooth domains, singular components are introduced in the solution in neighborhoods of the corners. These singularities behave like f(r) r (log r) where r is the distance from the corner. For singularly perturbed problems, the behavior of the singularities and their interaction with boundary layers is a complicated a air. In general, the solution for nite d will now contain boundary layers, corner singularities of the form f(r=d), and, moreover, possible corner singularities of the limit problem (d = 0) of the form r (log r) . Relatively few mathematical decompositions similar to the ones in Theorems 1, 6, 10, are available at this point for such problems, with the case of the heat transfer problem being, perhaps, the most well understood ( 10] , 11]).
In this section, we consider a model heat transfer problem over a square for which a n explicit decomposition is known. We show h o w the mesh design of the previous section should be modi ed in this case, to capture the corner singularities as well. We present theoretical and computational results from 21] proving uniform spectral convergence. Guided by this example, we s h o w h o w problems over more general polygons should be treated.
The heat transfer problem over a square
We consider the problem (15) - (16) posed over the unit square = (0 1) 2 . The solution can be decomposed using the results in 10], 6]. The case f 1 is the simplest, and is the one we consider here, but similar theorems will hold for f 2 P n ( ) as well. We see the following from (28) -(34).
1. The smooth part for f = 1 is just 1. For general f, w e will get a nite series of M terms, which w i l l h a ve a corresponding e ect on the smooth remainder r d . For the approximation, we use the spaces V N = V ( ; ! p N T N ) where the polynomial degree ; ! p N = p is chosen uniformly over elements in the mesh T N T p . We design T p as follows. First, a layer of elements of width pd is used to approximate the term u d BL given by (32). This is shown in Figure 16 for a quarter of the square (Scheme 1). Now to approximate r type singularities, one normally uses geometric mesh re nement as shown in Scheme 2. This suggests combining Scheme 1 and Scheme 2, to obtain Scheme 3. However, in our case, the singularities are \concentrated" in an O(d) square, so that the geometric re nement m ust be carried out in this square. Hence, we arrive a t Scheme 4. As our numerical experiments below indicate, Scheme 3 is not su cient f o r proper convergence in the pointwise stresses near the point of singularity. S c heme 4 is the correct choice.
Let us de ne the mesh T N T p for Scheme 4 more precisely. Let I 1 = ( 0 p d ), I 2 = ( pd 1 ; pd), I 3 = ( 1 ; pd 1). Then rst the tensor product mesh f ij = I i I j g, 1 i j 3 is de ned (Fig 17a) . Next, each of the four corner squares is divided into two regions -e.g. 11 = R 1 R 2 where R 1 = ( 0 d ) (0 d ) a n d R 2 = 11 nR 1 (Fig   17b) . A geometric mesh with ratio , 0 < < 1 and with n = p layers, is constructed on R 1 following the guidelines of Babuska and Guo 3] (Fig 17c) . The region R 2 is a transitional region connecting R 1 to the rest of the mesh on (Fig 17d) . Theorem 12 below, proved in 21], requires R 2 to contain at least (p) + 1 geometric layers, where We n o w p r e s e n t s o m e n umerical results for our model problem (15) over the unit square with f = 1 : We consider the e ect of using each of the four schemes described in Figure 16 . (As in Section 3, we t a k e the boundary layer mesh to be of thickness p max d rather than pd). In Figure 18 , we plot the relative error in the energy norm for d = 0 :01 0:001. (Since the exact solution is not known, we use a nite element solution with several thousand degrees of freedom for comparison). The graphs indicate that Scheme 2, which does not have a n y boundary layer re nement, fails to give su cient accuracy. All three schemes (1, 3, 4) with boundary layer re nement exhibit an exponential decrease of the error, with Scheme 1 being the most e cient. This shows the necessity of boundary layer re nement.
Theorem 12 shows that as d ! 0, the energy norm error for the problem with f = 1 decreases roughly as O(d 1=2 ). This is observed for Scheme 4 from Figure 19 .
Although Scheme 1 works best for the energy norm, the situation is di erent when pointwise derivatives of the solution are of interest. In Figure 20 
Singularly perturbed problems over polygonal domains
The guidelines of Section 4.1 can easily be extended to more general domains. For the heat transfer problem over a polygonal domain, it is easy to see what the mesh should look like near the boundary and in the vicinity o f t h e v ertices ( Figure 21 ). This is based once again on a decomposition of the solution into various singular and boundary layer components, that may be found in 11].
Coming to the RM plate problem (24), (25) over a polygon, we notice an important di erence from the heat transfer problem (15) : For the limiting case d = 0, the problem now reduces to the biharmonic, which w i l l h a ve its own r type singularities ( possibly complex), in an O(1) region at each v ertex. Both of these corner singularities can be approximated at a robust exponential rate, provided the geometric mesh re nement i s now initiated in an O(1) rather than O(d) neighborhood of the corner. In addition, boundary layers would also have to be resolved. For instance, in the case of a square, the recommendation would now be to superimpose Scheme 2 on Scheme 4. Once again, locking e ects also have to be considered -however, as shown in 15], 4], the use of high p, as recommended here, is an e ective w ay of controlling this phenomenon. The deformation of S is normally described by a shell model. T w o broad classes of shell models are those of Koiter type and those admitting shear deformation, to which w e refer as Naghdi models. The analysis of the structure of the shell boundary layers and corner singularities is to some extent open however, the length scales at which boundary layers may occur have been investigated for some time (see the book of Rutten 23] and the references there). We present the main results about shell boundary layers:
1. The shell models of Koiter type (i.e. involving 4th-order derivations of the normal displacement) exhibit in general several boundary layers of the form (1) . One always has a layer with d = p t and = 1 + i due to the bending-membrane coupling (also referred to as \simple edge e ect"). In addition, depending on the geometry of the midsurface S, further layers may arise (see Figure 22 ) (a) S is elliptic.
In the K shell model, only the p t layer appears. There are now t wo families of characteristic lines, along which t h e c u r v atures are constant. In the limit t ! 0, the system describing the membrane deformation is hyperbolic ( 13] ) and point loads and corner singularities propagate along these characteristics (see Figure 24) . At small, positive t h i c kness, there will be layers of scale d = p t as above a t @ , and additionally layers of scale : Interior layers coupled with singularity i n h yperbolic shells generated by reentrant c o r n e r S 2. In models allowing for shear deformation (such as the Naghdi type models), the above l a yers will appear and, regardless of the geometry of S, there will be an additional layer of length scale d = O(t), as in the Reissner-Mindlin plate.
As we observed already for heat conduction and plate bending problems, failure to resolve t h e O(t) l a yer in the Naghdi shell models may not be apparent in the energy norm, but will show up when pointwise stresses and moments are of interest. In contrast to that, the layers of the longer scales d = p t 3 p t 4 p t often carry a substantial percentage of the total deformation energy and must be resolved in order to get meaningful approximations. Therefore we obtain, based on our available results in the 1-D and 2-D setting, the following recommendations for mesh design of shells: We remark nally that in the presence of corners (i.e. @ nonsmooth), proper geometric mesh re nement t o wards corners has to be done. This has to be anisotropic as well, if the layers meeting at a corner have di erent length scales (see Figure 25 ). Here the corner singularity also \propagates" along lines of constant curvature (shown dashed in Figures 24 and 25) . Questions of how best to design the mesh to resolve the boundary layers in the presence of such singularities, and in the presence of locking have only been partially answered (see e.g. 26]). 
